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NEWS FROM THE FIELD     
      
               Week of 11-15

The iceberg and Romaine markets remain active as yields will decline through November. Value added 
items remain affected as well. Quality is fair to good in both Salinas and Huron.
The onion market on both red and yellows remain steady this week as demand is currently unchanged. 
Idaho markets could tighten up as holiday demand will increase. Quality is good. 
The pepper market is a little better this week as supplies and quality are good and we are still seeing good 
product from older areas. Reds on the other hand are still on the tighter side keeping markets higher.
Tomato market pricing has come down for the upcoming week as supplies are getting much better in 
Florida and Mexico. Grape pricing is steady but plum tomatoes are still very tight with higher prices.

FRUIT 

Apple supplies on all varieties has started getting better on both costs allowing markets to weaken. 
Quality is very good, and we are seeing good demand as well.
The navel orange market is in good shape currently with good supplies being reported on 88-138 ct sizes. 
We are seeing tighter markets on large size fruit. Cooler weather has helped fruit mature.
The domestic cantaloupe season has come to an end. Mexico volumes have started to increase as well as 
imported products from Central America. Quality is good.
Pineapple prices are up as we are seeing good volumes and good quality fruit, but we are seeing increased 
production costs across the board. Quality is good.



COMMODITIES UPDATE
BEEF  Grinds-  A reduction in lean beef imports and a strong demand for ground beef are helping to push the market higher.  
Loins-    This market typically sees lighter buying activity as we move thru the coming weeks as demand seasonally shifts to other 
cuts.  Rounds- The market has seen both higher and lower prices as we moved thru this week.  Chucks-    Inventories vary between 
packers with both higher and lower prices being seen as we moved thru this week.  This market typically sees upward pressure over 
the coming weeks as cooler weather sets in across the country.  Ribs-  Availability is mixed between packers with larger gaps being 
seen in asking prices.  Availability of choice product is more limited due to the grading percentages.  Typically, this market is unset-
tled for the next few weeks before seeing upward pressure again as we move further into 4th quarter.  Some packers have already 
announced that they will be limited on product thru the holiday season this year.
PORK  Bellies- The belly market has seen sharp decreases over the past few weeks only to see the market move back up again as 
this week started.  Fresh belly inventories are improving and this is expected to help frozen stocks over the coming weeks.  Even 
though bellies are becoming more available, there remains issues with labor and being able to process product into bacon and this 
is keeping product limited and on allocation with multiple suppliers. Hams- Availability is expected to be limited for the holidays this 
year.  Multiple packers are already maxed out and not accepting new opportunities on holiday-based items.  Limited labor concerns 
are expected to help keep this market more unsettled as we move closer to the holidays.  The market has seen both higher and lower 
prices over the past few weeks with large swings in asking prices being seen between the packers.  Loins- Available inventories vary 
between suppliers with boneless items still being a challenge for some packers. Butts-This market has been moving both higher and 
lower over the past several weeks due to spikes in demand and mixed availability.  Limited available labor is keeping availability on 
boneless items lighter than normal for this time of year. Ribs- Labor issues remain a concern and are expected to keep the market 
more unsettled as we move thru the coming weeks.  Cold storage inventories remain very low and with production expected to be 
below last year as we move into next year.
CHICKEN  Retail and foodservice activity is reported as moderate to light.  Demand for WOGS, whole birds, and boneless breast is 
moderate to fair.  Market activity on wings, drums, thighs, and dark meat is trending weaker.  Export activity for leg quarters and 
whole legs is reported as moderate to strong.  Processing schedules are still reduced as worker headcounts and absenteeism per-
sists.  The number of birds being processed on a weekly basis remains less than last year.  Supply has not yet to returned to pre-pan-
demic levels.  Floor stocks are being reported as moderate to light.  Market levels are steady on WOGS and boneless breasts.  Ten-
ders, dark meat, and wings are being pressured lower. WOGS- Market is steady.  Good demand is being reported from the retail deli 
and fast-food channels.  Supply for small birds is at a premium and availability is tight.  All sizes are clearing well on a weekly basis 
with limited spot loads being reported.  Supply is limited and market is well supported. Tenders- Demand continues to be soft and 
the market is showing signs of correcting.  Now that menu price points have been adjusted higher, consumer demand is starting to 
wane a bit.  Supply is becoming more available.  Market levels continue to be pressured downward on jumbo sizes. Boneless Breast- 
Retail and foodservice demand is moderate to good.  In normal times, demand for boneless tends to drop in the Fall months.  This 
year, all sizes of boneless breast appear to be well supported.  Jumbo product is available while medium and select sizes are limited.  
Market levels are supported and trading sideways.

Leg Quarters and Thighs- Demand from export channel is reported as strong on leg quarters and whole legs.  Logistics continues 
to be a challenge in moving product to final destinations.  Retail sales on drums and thighs are slowing a bit.  Dark meat demand is 
slowing down after robust activity during the summer.  Supply is available on parts and dark meat.  Market levels continue to correct 
downward on drums and leg quarters. Wings- Now that inflationary costs of wings have been passed on to the consumer, demand 
has been correcting downward over the last two months.  Jumbo wings are available, but medium and small sizes continue to clear 
well.  Market levels are trending lower on jumbo wings. TURKEY - Whole birds and bone-in breasts remain sold-out as final ship-
ments are underway for the Thanksgiving Holiday.  Producers are now turning their attention towards the Christmas Holiday.  Weekly 
demand for breast meat, white trim, and tenders remains strong.  Demand for drums, thighs, and thigh meat remains fair to mod-
erate.  Export activity for back half parts is stable.  Weekly production and slaughter rates are down year over year which is keeping 
floor stocks extremely tight on all major categories.  Supply for whole birds is extremely tight, parts are limited, and white meats are 



tight. Whole Birds- Thanksgiving Holiday shipments are currently underway.  Fresh orders for the Christmas Holiday are reported as 
moderate to good.  Very few spot loads are being traded or reported.  Hen sizes are short, some Tom sizes in the 20 LB and up range 
are available.  Supply is tight and the market remains firm. Breast Meat- Retail deli, foodservice, and QSR sub shops are all reporting 
active sales.  Fully cooked breast products are in high demand and further processors are struggling to keep pace with this vibrant ac-
tivity.  Supply is tight on white meats.  Frozen inventory remains low.  Market is strong on breast meat, white meat, and tenders. Wings- 
Export demand for whole wings is fair and domestic needs on 2 joints is enough to keep the market supported.  Limited processing 
continues to keep the supply side tight.  Market levels are flat. Drums and Thigh Meat- Market is steady to firmer.  Export demand 
for drums and thighs is moderate and keeping back half parts clearing adequately.  Thigh meat is well supported by domestic retail 
demand and further processor needs.  Supply is tight on bone-in parts and boneless thigh meat is limited.  Market trending slightly 
higher.

SEAFOOD - Gulf Shrimp- Market is steady.  Overall demand has been lighter as we have moved through the past few weeks.  Black 
Tiger Shrimp- Inventories are limited for a strong demand. Allocations to orders should be expected.  Production costs and logistical 
concerns are putting pressure on the market. Delays on imports are putting additional pressure on this market.  Replacement invento-
ries have been difficult to come by for several months. White Shrimp- The market for product of both Latin America and Asia remains 
firm and inventories are limited for an active demand. The lack of container availability combined with overall logistical challenges 
is putting a large amount of pressure on the market. Allocations to orders should be expected. Shrimp imports are trending higher 
but the strong demand for both retail and foodservice are keeping inventories limited.  Covid concerns in Asia are putting additional 
pressure on that market as production in that region is seeing additional impact from the spread of the virus. King Crab- Inventories 
are limited for an active demand. Global demand is strong and putting pressure on the market.  This market has been firm for sev-
eral months due to the limited availability and strong demand. Snow Crab- The quota for the upcoming Alaskan season has been 
announced and there is an 88% reduction compared to prior year.  This is putting upward pressure on the market and suppliers are 
managing their current inventories closely. Warm Water Lobster Tails- The market has continued to push higher over the past several 
weeks as the active demand is keeping pressure on limited inventories.  Allocations to orders are common due to the limited invento-
ries.  New season product is making its way into the market, but the brisk demand has helped to prevent inventories from building.  The 
market is becoming more unsettled due to the record high prices.  September imports are down over 34% from same month last year. 
North American Lobster Tails- Demand has been strong for several weeks and is putting pressure on very limited inventories. Seasonal 
plant closures combined with poor fishing conditions have caused more limited availability. Shorts and allocations to orders should be 
expected.  The market is at record high levels. Salmon- The market for farmed product is mixed between growing regions.  The market 
for product from Europe is firm with limited inventories for an active demand.  Product from other regions are seeing steady to weaker 
markets due to a lighter demand.  The market for wild salmon is mixed between species with limited availability. Cod- Product out of 
the Pacific is seeing inventories concerns with a strong demand that has been keeping pressure on inventories for several months. 
Foodservice demand is very good. There are also delays with production coming back out of China putting additional pressure on the 
market. Flounder- Production issues and delays out of China are causing issues for the market.  Haddock- Inventories are light for an 
active demand. Higher production costs and more limited inventories are putting pressure on the market.  Shipping delays are adding 
additional challenges to the market. Pollock- Larger sized product is in limited supply due to recent catches being more on smaller 
sized fish. Production delays in China are putting additional pressure on the market with reports of port delays backing up shipping 
lanes. Domestic Catfish- Inventories have been limited for several months. Allocations remain commonplace and are anticipated as 
we move thru 4th quarter. Inventories are limited on all sizes and well below current demand.  Supply issues with imported product 
is putting additional pressure on the market as that market is seeing record high prices with orders severely delayed or cancelled all 
together. Tilapia- Higher production and logistical costs are putting pressure on the market. Shipment delays on product coming out 
of China are expected to continue over the coming months. Buying activity has been very good and keeping pressure on already light 
inventories.  Larger sized fish are in lighter supplier due to drought conditions and farmers having to empty their ponds sooner than 
normal.  Recent reports show that availability of smaller sized fish is going to be very limited over the coming weeks as farmers try to 
restock their ponds.  Swai- Foodservice demand continues to improve across the country, and this is putting upward pressure on the 
market. Logistical concerns remain an issue with higher freight costs and longer lead times on both ocean freight and trucking. In-
ventories have become more limited with larger sizes seeing the most pressure. Farmers have been trying to turn their ponds faster to 
keep up with demand and this is resulting in smaller sized fish.  Covid issues in Vietnam have closed multiple plants and is helping to 
push the market higher as availability is expected to become tighter over the coming weeks.  Recent reports show that some plants are 
running at around 20% of capacity. Scallops- The domestic market has seen upward pressure on all sizes over the past few weeks as 
some fisheries have already closed for the season.  The market for imports is steady to firmer with product from Canada seeing upward 
pressure due to limited availability and product from China continues to see shipping delays.



DAIRY Cheese  CME Block is firm while the Barrel market has weakened. In the Northeast, the market is stable as demand has been 
healthy in the restaurant and retail sectors. Supply chain and transportation continues to be a challenge. In the Midwest, Barrel prices 
have now dipped below the Block prices. Concerns about volatility in the cheese market for the next few months have risen. Plants are 
continuing to deal with staffing challenges and because of this, end users are seeing their orders cut back. In the West, cheese demand 
in food service and retail have decreased. Truck driver shortages and port congestion continue to cause delays. Production is mixed as 
plants are running busy, but varied schedules because of continued staffing concerns. Milk production globally has struggled and that 
is causing growing concerns about supply here in the US, particularly after production declines for two consecutive months have been 
reported. Butter The CME Butter Market moved higher as we progressed through this week. Cream remains tight in the Eastern and 
Central regions, while production needs in the West are being met. Retail demand in the Northeast is good and picking up as season-
al baking activity picks up steam. Food Service demand is mixed, but manufacturers are leaning in a positive direction as demand in 
the restaurant sector increases. In the Central region, cream tightness remains as increased production of dips and whips grow as the 
holiday season is upon us. Plant labor challenges and delayed deliveries continue to put a strain on operations. In the West, production 
demands are being met as cream is available. Food Service demand is strong. Retail demand is growing and is causing heavier pulls on 
butter inventories to keep coolers stocked. Because of this, demand is outpacing production, which is already challenged by continued 
labor shortages.   EGGS Retail demand has been picking up and is reported as moderate to strong across most regions of the country.  
Consumer baking is on the rise due to the cooler outdoor temperatures and preparation for the Thanksgiving Holiday.  Foodservice and 
fast-food activity is trending moderate to strong.  Supply has tightened on both medium and large sizes.   Market is trending higher on 
both medium sizes and on large sizes.  National weekly shell egg inventory reports shell egg inventory up 2.8% over last week.

SOY OIL The release of the WASDE report this week was supportive as the USDA reduced the soybean yield versus the anticipated in-
crease. Weather in South America continues to be monitored as affected crops there will have an impact on demand here in the US.

RICE -Harvesting for the new crop is being completed. Total planted rice acreage is down 16% year over year.  Long grain production 
has seen a 15% decline versus last year. Medium Grain supply is down nearly 13% year over year. This is due to the drought conditions 
affecting California agricultures. Export sales of rough rice and milled white and brown rice are outpacing last year’s sales. With the 
increase in exports sales and a smaller crop supply, firmer prices are expected.   

COFFEE - Market is firm. Brazil was hit by two frost events causing extensive damage to coffee bean crops. Some of the extensive 
damage may cause farmers to replant trees which could take years to produce. It is important to note that the situation of the ground in 
Brazil continues to evolve. The lockdown in Vietnam because of Delta variant surge in cases has added concerns for coffee supplies.

SUGAR -Domestic cane supply is decreasing rapidly as all are waiting for the new crop to be harvested. Recent hurricanes limited 
supply from the Southeast and so supply is expected to be tight through year end. Domestic beat sugar supply is limited as well until the 
new pack is completed. Current yields are looking positive, however with increased demand, the prices are not expected to soften soon. 
Imported sugar out of Mexico is soft and the likelihood of that changing is slim, therefore the markets are expected to remain tight. 
South American raw sugar supply is typically refined by domestic suppliers, however there is not enough supply at this time. The backup 
at the seaports is having a great impact the available quantity.  

CANNED GOODS (DOMESTIC) Several factors are going to come into play for the outlook on costs for domestic canned goods for the 
2021 pack season. Produce costs are up over last year driven by the price of soybeans and field corn. The cost of steel is in tight supply 
and will have a direct impact on the cost on #10 cans. Labor is in high demand and driving costs up as well as freight is higher than last 
year.  


